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The Australian College of Kuwait (ACK) has brought 3D
Printing Technology to its classrooms. The College has
incorporated the technology into its first Project- Based

Learning unit, Engineering Skills, whereby students used the
3D printers to produce integral and detailed parts for their
“Roller Coaster” project. ACK’s curriculum requires students to
think, to problem-solve and to design. Having this technology
enables ACK students to test the aesthetic, ergonomic and

functional properties of their designs with a solid model,
rather than through just a virtual model. Moreover, the final
year students from ACK’s Mechanical Engineering program
utilized 3D printing technology in their graduation projects.

3D printing technology is driving a revolution in many
industries and a wide variety of applications such as aero-
space, automotive, medical and consumer products. This tech-
nology enables designers, architects, engineers, inventors,

doctors and more to translate digital designs to physical
objects significantly improving design and production times,
increasing accuracy, and reducing costs across the board. 

Bringing 3D printing into the classroom exposes ACK stu-
dents to the same cutting-edge technologies they’ll encounter
in their careers. It gives them a jump-start on tomorrow’s engi-
neering challenges and equips them with the necessary skills
to utilize this rapidly moving technology. 

ACK uses 3D printing technology
in its engineering curriculum

India International School, Mangaf cele-
brated ‘Spring is in the air’ this year for
the first time in the history of

Kindergarten section. It was a vibrant and
colorful day under the auspicious presence
of KG Head Nilofar Qazi and her dedicated
team of teachers.

The whole kindergarten campus was
attired in a floral decoration in tune with
the theme. Back in the classrooms, the
teachers and tiny tots engaged in various
creative activities such as Head gear.

Palatable tropical fruit punch was served to
quench the thirst. The spring based dance
signifying the aspect of nature performed
graciously by tiny bubbies amazingly
enchanted the audience. 

The remarkable day was graced by the
presence of Director Malayil Moosa Koya,
Principal F M Basheer Ahmed,  Vice
Principal Narinder Kaur and Vice Principals
who congratulated Nilofar Qazi and the
teachers for their dedicated efforts.

‘Spring is in the air’ celebrated at IISM


